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integrated land use problem

disinvestment in cities

sedentary lifestyles

segregation by income & race
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Transportation services and infrastructure that are *safe*, are *accessible* and that *support* communities.
Drivers killed 2,945 people in Florida in 2015

244, or 8.2%, were walking when killed

129, or 4.3%, were biking when killed

A year of driving costs $9,513

driving is not accessible
impact of freeways

stunt

growth in

cities

spur

sprawl
Tampa 1957 and today
Jacksonville 1952 and today
St. Petersburg 1952 and today
Proximity to other useful land drives demand for real estate

But we don’t measure proximity in distance
Proximity to other useful land drives demand for real estate
But we don’t measure proximity in distance
the favored quarter

- Concept from real estate developer and professor Christopher Leinberger
- Urban geography determined by
  - concentration of executive housing
  - concentration of minority housing
  - limited access highways
the favored quarter
favored quarter in Tallahassee, FL
favored quarter in Gainesville, FL

direction of growth

concentration of executive housing

concentration of minority housing
- Shows Florida of most recent census
- 15 million new residents
- Trend shows growth at current density
- What if we protect more farms and land?
- What if we prioritize walkable, livable communities?
2010 Baseline

- Developed: 19%
- Protected: 31%
- Other: 50%

2070 Trend

- Developed: 35%
- Protected: 34%
- Other: 31%

2070 Alternative

- Developed: 18%
- Protected: 28%
- Other: 54%
Recommended goal

Maintain Interstate Highway System for inter-region travel by reducing its use for intra-region travel.
Recommended strategies

- Toll for demand management
- Promote urban transit as strategy to protect integrity of IHS
- Remove urban freeways
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